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In the doctor’s office, patients often are asked to rate their symptoms of pain on
a continuous scale typically ranging from 1 (least painful) to 10 (most painful). This type of scale is
called a visual analog scale (VAS). But if two patients rate their pain a 7 out of 10, there’s no guarantee
that those numbers mean the same thing. A 7 from an individual with fibromyalgia, a painful medical
condition, is probably much more intense in an absolute sense than a 7 from a healthy young child who
has just scraped a knee.

APS Past President Linda M. Bartoshuk (University of Florida) and her colleagues have applied a
technique called magnitude matching to measure the intensity of experiences, including pain, more
accurately. Using this technique, researchers ask individuals to compare the intensity of one stimulus to
the intensity of another that is unrelated. To illustrate, imagine that you shine a bright light and then ask
individuals to rate the intensity of their pain relative to the intensity of the light. Now, differences
emerge: The fibromyalgia patient in great pain, for example, might maintain his or her pain rating of 7,
whereas the child might provide a rating of 3 — the bright light is intense, whereas the pain of the
skinned knee is less intense by comparison.

In related work, Bartoshuk and colleagues have explored the effectiveness of different scales at rating
subjective experiences. They have determined that a scale ranging from barely detectable to strongest
imaginable sensation of any kind well captures the ways in which stimuli differ in intensity. This scale is
called the general Labeled Magnitude Scale (gLMS; see figure), and other researchers have found that it
is effective for measuring pain.



The VAS is complicated by ceiling effects — patients might enter a hospital rating their pain as a 10, for
example, but don’t have space to increase their rating if the pain becomes more intense. In one study,
Marlís González-Fernández (Johns Hopkins University) and her colleagues had 80 pain-clinic patients
rate their pain using both the VAS and the gLMS. The researchers found that patients rated their pain on
the VAS as 6.13 out of 10, on average, whereas the same patients rated their pain on the gLMS as 4.35
out of 10.

The authors concluded that using the gLMS had the benefit of “reducing the ceiling effect and allowing
for rating worsening pain at the higher end of the scale.” And administering the gLMS took minimal
time for clinicians, only requiring about 2.5 minutes.

The measurement of pain has important implications, Bartoshuk says.

“When investigators do not use modern methods, they run the risk of missing differences between
groups that are real,” she says. “As our scaling gets better, we are likely to come to some fascinating
insights about differences among us.”
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